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	Machine Type: Turret Press
	Manufacturer: Finn Power
	Model: Shear Genius Turret Press
	Counting: Yes
	Cycles Input Source: Brake Release
	RunIdleInput Source: Via PLC (shear and punch down)
	Scrap Input Source: N/A
	Setup Input Source: N/A
	Inhibit  Connected to: Piltz Safety switch
	Additional Notes: Input Wiring: Locate two signals from the Finn Power PLC, one for the shear and the other for the punch down.  Using 2 solid state relays, OR the two relay signals and wire into the SMI 2’s Run/Idle input (TB 2 pin 2).   Originally, this was supposed to be a non-counting application but it was decided to count whole sheets (approx 4’x8’).   To accomplish this we used a signal called Brake Release which we wired into the SMI 2’s Cycle input (TB 2 pin 1).  Whenever a sheet is loaded, it’s first picked up from the loading area, then a servo motor driven arm slides it about 10 feet onto the work table.  The brake release signal happens twice, once on the way down and once on the way back.  Since we only wanted to count one sheet we configured the Operations/Cycle to two. Machine Inhibit: To inhibit the machine we used a magnetic door switch.  If the door is open the machine stays powered on, but you can’t run it.  The purpose of the door is to give the operator access to the work table.  We traced the door switch back to a Piltz safety switch and wired the SMI 2 inhibit relay dry contacts (TB 5 pins 4&5) back to the A1 coil which when opened dumped the whole switch.  This worked great!  Lesson learned, at first we tried to break one of the contacts but discovered that you can’t interrupt just one, all the contacts must open and close at the same time otherwise you get a fault.   Programming/Configuration: We programmed Run/Idle with an Off Delay for 45 seconds to allow for any time lags in the process.Notice: The information contained in this data sheet describes how we were able to obtain the required signals for this particular machine. Each machine is different in design and it may be necessary to contact your machine manufacturer for help obtaining the right signals. You can also contact our tech support group at 800-586-8324 option 3 for assistanceRev A (11/7/2019)
	Machine Photo: 
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